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Every few weeks, I am pleased to see new batches of student
trainees joining SYFC, eager to take to the sky and experience
the thrill of flying. To this end, the Singapore Youth Flying Club
(SYFC) takes pleasure in providing free flying programme to
young Singaporeans and training them well to become pilots.
It is our desire to help as many students as possible to succeed
as pilots.
We are also reaching out to Parents Support Groups in Secondary
Schools with the objective of making them more aware of the
flying programmes offered by SYFC to Junior College and
Polytechnic students. We hope to see more students applying
to participate in our Basic Flying Course and be inspired by the
experiences in SYFC.
Besides flying the DA 40 aircraft, students can also look forward
to experiential trips to RSAF’s fighter and training squadrons
to learn more on RSAF’s aircraft capabilities and its system on
pilot training. In the words of Dion Tang, “the trip had given me
more insights on what our RSAF pilots do and fuel my passion
to join the RSAF.” I look forward to seeing many SYFC students
becoming pilots in the RSAF.
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Jonathan Toh Zhi Kai
The experiential visit to 145 squadron was an enlightening
trip as I was exposed to various aspects of being a fighter
pilot in the Republic of Singapore Air Force.
During the visit, we were introduced to the various types of
fighter aircraft. We were also given the opportunity to view
the F16D+ up close.
Through this experience, I have developed a deeper
understanding of life in the Air Force. Furthermore, I learnt
more about the aircraft capabilities and the various joint
exercises held with different countries to train the military pilots.
The visit has fuelled my passion for flying. It has also
inspired me to pursue a career in aviation and to work
harder to achieve my goals in flying.

Tang Jia Jun Dion
The visit to 145 Squadron was a true eye opener for me
as I got to meet the men who are flying the F16 D+ every
day to protect our nation. We were given the opportunity to
look at the F16 D+ up close and admire it. When it was my
turn to look at the cockpit, it made me realise how simple
the cockpit of the DA-40 was compared to the F16 D+.
I made a mental note to take the Diamond’s cockpit check
seriously and continue to brush up on my checks to ensure
that I will not make any blunders when I am in the F16’s cockpit.
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On 8 Dec 2015, eight students from SYFC who are all undergoing different phases of their training visited 145 fighter
squadron of RSAF hoping to learn more about life in the fighter squadron from pilot trainees based there. The students
had a a fulfilling and engaging time with the pilots and all of them left the squadron learning something new that day.
Below are some of the student’s experience from the squadron’s visit.
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Before leaving the Squadron, one of the pilots reminded me
to always mental fly in order to prepare for my flights.
His advice reminded me to take my training seriously, brush
up on my skills in whatever I am doing and polish it to
perform better.

Kou Yong Kang Steven
It was a really exciting
trip to 145 Squadron as
I had the chance to visit
the army and navy, but
never the air force. Before
the trip, I did not have
the slightest idea of the
typical life of an air force
pilot. All I knew was that
RSAF upholds very high
standards that led them
to where they are today.
Walking into 145
Squadron didn't feel like
walking into a military
building, it was much like
walking into someone's
home. With all the
pictures hung on the wall,
all of us managed to get
a sneak peek into the life
of the pilots, beyond just
their flying career. From
my own understanding,
being a pilot is a rather
individualistic path, less
of teamwork. It turned
out that I was wrong,
all the pilots in 145 Squadron are just like a family, one
united team of hornets. Other than finding out more about
the pilots' career, we also gained insights into their daily
operations and events that take place year in, year out. Of
course, we also had the rare opportunity to take a close up
look at a F-16D+.
The pilots gave a very thorough explanation on the twoseat F-16D+, helping us to clear our doubts on the inner
workings of the fighter jet. Nonetheless, the most valuable
takeaway from this visit was still the experiences shared
by the pilots. From what they have shared, we now have a
much deeper understanding of a flying career with RSAF.
It is definitely not easy to be a pilot, it takes even more
to be an air force pilot. I am truly inspired by the pilots'
conviction, their passion and dedication to flying, hopefully
one day I will also be able to join them in their duty to
protect our nation.
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During the visit, we interacted with the pilots from 145
Squadron and one of them is Captain (CPT) Devdutt
Sasidharan who is the Right Wingman of the RSAF’s 2014
Black Knight team. He gave us insights on how the Black
Knight planned their breath-taking stunts for the SG50
National Day Parade and also briefed us on how
the iconic “50” formation fly-by was carried out by 20
fighter jets.

The trip had given me more insights on what our RSAF
pilots do and fuel my passion to join the RSAF. I would
certainly sign up for another one of these visits again.

visit to 130 Squadron,
Pearce Air Base, Australia

Our visit to the Republic of Singapore Air Force Flying
Institute 130 Squadron at Pearce Airbase was held from
6 to 12 Dec 2015. The eight of us were accompanied by
our Flight Instructor Mr Wong CC.
The 130 Squadron is located in the Royal Australian Air
Force's Pearce Air Base, situated 35km north of Perth.
This is where pilot trainees undergo their Basic Wing
Course (BWC) which lasts for approximately 10 months.
After completing the BWC phase, trainees will be
streamed into either Fighters, Transport or Helicopters,
based on their performance and suitability. Trainees
who are selected for fighters will stay in Pearce for
another 3 months for the advanced manoeuvre training,
whereas those who are selected for transport and rotary
will return to Singapore for further training. Trainees
who do exceptionally well have a chance to go to the
USA for the Specialised Undergraduate Pilot Training
programme, or Canada or Italy for the NATO
Flying Training.

of the trip-a joyride on the PC-21. The PC-21 is a
single-engine turboprop with low swept wings and a
tandem cockpit.
On our familiarisation tour of the airbase, we were first
shown the briefing rooms and later introduced to their
daily routine. Subsequently, the trainees demonstrated
the use of the flight training devices (FTD), which are
used by trainees to prepare for their flights. We were
also given the chance to try our hands on the FTD. This
gave us the opportunity to interact more with the pilot
trainees, allowing us to clear many of our doubts and
questions about the life as a trainee.

During our last two days in Australia, we got to tour
Perth City. We visited the Perth Aviation Museum, Kings'
park and Fremantle market. It was an eye-opening and
insightful trip for all of us. We forged strong and lasting
bonds throughout the course of this trip and are
grateful to have been given this opportunity to have
an idea of what lies ahead of us in the Air Force.
Contributed by Chong SQ,
Flying Alumni
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During the trip, we were exposed to the everyday life
of a pilot trainee, and gained a better understanding
of the culture and activities in the Squadron. We were
also given the chance to interact with the pilot trainees
and hear about their experiences first-hand. There were
many activities planned for us, namely a tour of the
squadron, flight simulator sessions, and the highlight

In preparation for our joyride, a safety brief was
conducted for us, followed by our G-suit fittings.
During our joyride, the instructors showed us the
capabilities of the PC-21, doing loops, barrel rolls,
wingovers, stalls and the figure-of-eight manoeuvre.
Some of us even got to experience a 2-ship
manoeuvring and formation flying. It was definitely
an exhilarating experience for all of us.

STUDENTS'
VIEWS

WELcome

PPL

216BFC

My final handling test (FHT) was by far the most nervewracking experience in my life. From the moment I applied
for my FHT till the day I finally passed the test, I was very
anxious and nervous. However, I managed to pull through
and I would never forget the important lessons I learned
such as keeping my cool in every situation. I hope that
students taking the FHT can read my article and be assured
that SYFC has trained them well to take on the test.
With the appropriate level of self-confidence, it can be a
smooth sailing experience.
Edmon Kum Yu Zhang, 208BFC
Throughout my whole PPL journey, it truly felt like a
rollercoaster ride, filled with many ups and downs.
There were much more obstacles that I had to go through
as compared to BFC, taking into account ground school
examinations, increased intensity of flying and juggling
my schoolwork as well. However, flying has taught me to
manage my time better and to be a more disciplined person
and most importantly, mentally resilient regardless of what
I do. In addition, my primary instructors, Mr Raman and
Mr Toh BH (BFC) have helped and constantly provided
advice to me. My SYFC experience has also enabled me
to forge many new friendships and together, we share
our experiences to help one another. All in all, I am very
privileged to be able to be a part of SYFC and be a
Private Pilot at the tender age of 17.
Muhd Danish, RI1-14

217-1BFC

NEW BASIC
FLYING
COURSES

My Final Handling Test (FHT) was exciting and scary at the
same time. My skills and knowledge were put to the test.
As the instructors were strict with what is to be done in
training, my flight went on smoothly as all my checks and
exercises were all second nature to me. It has made my
FHT easier and manageable. Overall it is an experience I will
remember for life.
Brendan Lee Wei Liang, 209BFC

Joining SYFC has been the best
decision I've made in my life so
far. I signed up with a strong
interest of learning how to fly.
However, after completing
the PPL phase, I've learned
not only how to pilot a plane
but important values such as
responsibility and discipline.
Looking back, flying has been
both challenging and rewarding, and
I really enjoyed the whole process. I am really thankful for
all the obstacles I faced as they shaped me into a stronger
and better person. Without my instructors, staff and friends
that I have made in SYFC, I would not have achieved my
dream of flying. I am truly thankful for all the opportunities
and experience I had in SYFC.
Darren Tan, 208BFC

FIRST SOLO
My first solo experience was truly a memorable yet nerve
wracking one. After I dropped off my instructor at parking
bay A54, I taxied to holding point Echo4. The excitement of
flying Solo did not overwhelm me until I took off and
was airborne. I have been practising more than
30 circuits over the course of 7 sorties just for
this solo flight. This flight has reminded me
of the joys of flying and to keep pressing on
in my pursuit for the Private Pilot’s Licence.
Tang JJ, TP8-15
On the day of my first solo, I was extremely
nervous. My instructor and I did several
circuit training before my instructor decided
I was ready and thus we came in to land.
Thereafter I dropped my instructor off. I was
now alone in the aircraft, nervous but confident. As I got
airborne, I instantly smiled and thought to myself that I was
flying an aircraft by myself even before being able to drive a
car. I managed to carefully land the plane and overall it was
a splendid experience. I am thankful to SYFC for providing
us youths with such an opportunity to fly and it certainly
was a very memorable experience to remember.
Thian WW, 214 BFC
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PAC-15

After months of hardwork, I have finally achieved my PPL.
The entire PPL journey was by no means an easy one.
However with hardwork and dedication, I was able to pass
my Final Handling Test. The PPL course doesn’t only teach
you how to fly, it helps to build resilience and perserverance
in an individual.
M. Nabil, TP7-15

Preparing for the World
Championship Control-Line Flying
Our years of hard training and racing in the Control-Line
Aeromodelling with SYFC finally paid off. We were selected
for the forthcoming World Championship Control-Line
Competition held in Australia in May 2016. Both of us have
been training intensively for months to prepare for this
competition and we are determined to win some prizes in
the Junior Event in Australia.

Luzian and Bryan (Pilot and Mechanic - Singapore
Team - 2016 F2C Team Racing Junior Event).

Schools’CCA Orientation Day Displays 2016

SYFC CCA STUDENTS’
FLYING EXPERIENCE
IN THE DA40 AIRCRAFT

Rancel Ang
Montfort Secondary School :

"The DA40 flight was a memorable
flight, which brought whatever I’ve
learnt from the simulator classes
to life. It was unique experiencing the
G forces - much like a rollercoaster
ride. I am looking to take flying training
after my O level exams."

All School YFCs participated in the annual
CCA Orientation Day in Jan 2016 to
encourage their Secondary One cohort to
join the YFC CCA.
Mr. Richard Au, Fuchun Secondary School teacher in
charge of YFC commented that “my senior students
worked hard to put up an impressive recruitment booth with
posters, magazine, models and various information about
the SYFC CCA Programme. Over 100 Secondary One
students visited the YFC booth.”
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in SYFC. At the display booth, we showcased our control
line models and simulator equipment as well as the aviation
awards we won recently. Similarly, at the flight simulator
side, the Secondary One students and their parents
enjoyed themselves flying the simulators. Overall, everyone
enjoyed themselves and we would love to participate again
next year! ”

“The DA40 flight was certainly an
eye-opener for me. I have waited
for a long time for this and was lucky
enough to have the front seat.
The view of the ground from the aircraft
was breathtaking and we were able to
understand first hand on airmanship
and its importance whilst flying.”
07
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Chairman, Ethan Seah from St. Andrew’s Secondary School
YFC commented “we worked together to set up our CCA
booth as well as the flight simulators. When the Secondary
One students and their parents started coming, we were all
eagerly sharing our aviation experiences and the joy we had

Chester Koh
Xinmin Secondary School:

Miss Tracey
Curtis visits
the Singapore
Youth Flying Club

Recruitment Drives
at Schools
Recruitment drives were carried out at Dunman High School and River
Valley High School for year 4 students promoting to year 5. They are in the
midst of choosing their CCAs. Many students expressed interest in the
flying training course and they would want to take up this training as their
new CCA.
British female pilot, Miss Tracey Curtis visited the Singapore Youth
Flying Club and inspired many young pilot trainees here to take up
piloting as their career. She was on a historical flight from London to
Sydney, Australia and Singapore is one of her many stops.
Tracey is flying in a 1942 model Boeing Stearman airplane from
Britain to Sydney, Australia. She is undertaking this flight in memory
of female pilot Amy Johnson who conducted a solo flight in a Gipsy
Moth from Britain to Australia in 1930. She will cross 23 countries
and fly 21000 kilometers en route to Sydney.

PARENTS SUPPORT GROUPs' Visit to SYFC

SPOT THE PLANES CONTEST

As part of the Club’s effort to reach out
to young Singaporeans, Parents Support
Groups from Gan Eng Seng School,
Monfort Secondary, Anglican High and
Dunman High visited SYFC.

Prizes : 10 book vouchers worth $20 each.
1

Many parents and their children were
impressed by the training facilities the
Club owns and they were surprised that
their children could do flying training
for free! They were convinced that flight
training here is very safe and many would
want their children to benefit from this
programme in the near future.
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What are the names of the aircraft shown in the above pictures?
a. 			

b.

c. 			

d.

Name & NRIC No:
School:
Class:

Age:

Address:
Tel:
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SPOT the Planes Contest Winners November 2015
1. Gughan S/O Sivakumaran

Montfort Secondary School

2. Skyler Saravanan

Hillgrove Secondary School

3. Adrian Chan Siang Ji

St. Patrick’s Secondary School

4. Pang Jie Maximus

Hwa Chong International School

5. Chan R'yan

St. Gabriel’s Secondary School

6. Adam Christian Panagiotis Vasilakos

St. Gabriel’s Secondary School

7. Demiral Mohamed Raffe

Changkat Changi Secondary School

8. Audrey Shankar

St. Hilda’s Secondary School

9. Won Yong Han Malcolm

Guang Yang Secondary School

10. Christian Alexander

Australian International School
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Please submit this photocopy of this completed form to the CCA
Manager, SYFC, 515 West Camp Road, Singapore 797695 to reach
us by 15 May 2016. Each person is only entitled to one entry, and
only secondary school students may participate. The decision for winners
by SYFC is final. Results will be published in the next newsletter.
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